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We’ve added a floral touch 
Rub the flower petals on this cover 
to activate their scent.

This issue’s cover was inspired by the #TheCube 37 Days case study, 

which sent journalists and electrical heating retailers flowers that had 

been grown in electric heat, then encased in resin.

To bring the flower to life on our cover, we combined a scent with 

detailed embossing. First, the microencapsulated fragrance was applied 

as a varnish, then the cover was embossed using a multi-level brass die, 

crafted by an artist to add detail, depth and shadows to the petals of 

the flower. Because the fragrance is touch activated, it was tested to 

ensure the scent could endure the rigours of the embossing process.

This four-colour lithographed cover also incorporates a soft touch 

coating for tactile interest, and a spot gloss UV on the back cover to 

add a touch of shine to the ice cube. 

INCITE brings together the best in Smartmail MarketingTM from around 

the world. It provides readers with a close look at how physicality, 

data, and connectivity work together in different ways to deliver real, 

demonstrable results. 

ON THE COVER

ABOUT INCITE 

 *Views expressed by Patrick Collister are his own and do not reflect those of Canada Post 
and Canada Post employees.
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Exclusively from Canada Post 

Introducing Postal Code Targeting: an entirely  
new way to target and reach new customers

Connect with prospects in a whole new way. Now you can identify only those postal codes that match the 
profile of your ideal customers, then reach them with direct mail. Target using Canada Post audience insights, 
your own customer data, or combine them both for more refined targeting. You can even suppress existing 

customers within your selected postal codes, to keep your resources focused on acquisition.     

Transform your acquisition marketing strategy with this powerful new solution from  
Canada Post Smartmail Marketing.TM  canadapost.ca/pctargeting

TM Trademarks of Canada Post Corporation
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FROM THE EDITOR

very case study in this edition of INCITE has won creative awards of some 
sort in 2015 and early 2016.

If we give them points and rank them by the quantity of awards won and 
the quality (so a campaign gets more points for a Gold at a big international 
competition like Cannes than a Gold at a local show), then the top mailings 
from the year are:

1 “Penny the Pirate” for OPSM by Saatchi & Saatchi Sydney, 39 points.

2 “Little Books of Big Consequences” for Habaneros by Y&R Dubai, 33 points. 

3 “The Rag Bag” for Uniforms for the Dedicated by DDB Stockholm, 28 points. 

4 “ Ashes” for Campofrio from McCann Erickson Madrid, 27 points. 

5 “ $hred” for Bank of New Zealand from 
Colenso BBDO, Auckland (featured in 
INCITE 7 pg. 16), 23 points.

6 ” Cup of Life” by Ireland/Davenport 
Johannesburg for the South African National  
Museum of Military History, 14 points. 

7 “ The Light Bag” for Salaam Baalak from 
Cheil India, 11 points.

8 “ Stitched DM” for C&F Garments by Shirtcliffe 
& Co, Auckland, 10 points.

9 “ Together Sweater” for Target and TOMS from Mother, New York, 10 points.

10 “ Bottle Cap” for Land Rover South Africa by Y&R Cape Town, 9 points. 

WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THE LIST?

Of the 10, probably only five specified direct mail as the medium of choice.

The other five (“Penny the Pirate,” “The Rag Bag,” “Cup of Life,” “The Light 
Bag” and “Together Sweater”) started life as ambient ideas. Mail was simply 
the best way to get the idea into the hands of influencers and users.

At most major awards shows, you get used to seeing ideas that were cooked up 
by agencies for no other purpose than to win them prizes.

Surprisingly, I would say almost all of the work in this issue was created in 
response to a real brief from a real client with real objectives.

Hooray!

Creativity is the fine art of problem solving. And every case study in this book 
is the story of a neat solution. As a by-product of its effectiveness, it also 
won awards.

The question is, are awards important? Or do they trivialize agencies, making 
creative people look shallow and vain?  

Are they important? Of course they’re important! And here’s why:

•   Awards broadcast the talent available at any particular agency. If I were  
a client with a big problem, I’d want to go where I would find the most 
talented people.

•   Awards provide inspiration for clients and agencies alike, showing what 
it is possible to do when goals and ambitions are aligned. 

•   Award-winning work works better. The UK’s IPA found that award-
winning work was likely to be 12 times more effective than work which 
had won nothing. 

James Hurman’s book “The Case for Creativity” provides further proof that 
award-winning work is more effective work.  

So, for me, the one campaign of the last year 
that embodies all that is best about award-
winning work is “$hred.”

New Zealanders were paying more for their 
mortgages than they needed to. 

Idea: Mail them $1,000, shredded, as a metaphor 
for the money they were throwing away  
each month.

Results: BNZ’s mortgage book increased by $600 million. 

That number again: $600 million.

This is the incredible power of mail when you have a clearly defined target 
audience, a problem explained and a creative team at the top of their game.  

Let it be an example to you and if in the year ahead you have an idea  
half as compelling, you will deserve every Gold, Silver and Bronze they  
throw at you. 

E
by Patrick Collister

THE AWARDS ISSUE

The Bank of New Zealand mails out
a $1,000 brick of real bank notes to
homeowners. Unfortunately for the
recipients, the bills arrived shredded.

Patrick Collister has earned himself a distinguished place in the 

world of creative advertising. After a seven-year stint as executive 

creative director of Ogilvy & Mather London, he crossed the line 

and went into direct marketing as ECD of EHS Brann. In 2007, he 

founded Directory magazine, a quarterly publication that showcases 

innovations in communications. 

Most recently he was appointed Head of Design for The ZOO at 

Google NACE. He has won a fair share of awards, including Golds 

and Silvers at Cannes. At The Caples Awards 2013, he was presented 

with the Andi Emerson Award for an individual who has made an 

outstanding contribution to the direct marketing community. 

ABOUT PATRICK
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1 “Penny the Pirate” – page 38  |  2 “Little Book of Big Consequences” – page 20  |  3 “The Rag Bag” – page 32  |  4 “Ashes” – page 22  |  5 “$hred” INCITE 7 – page 16
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FEATURE CASE STUDY

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Xavier Beauregard  |  ART DIRECTOR Jerome Gonfond  |  COPYWRITER Hadi Hassan Helou  |  CONCEPT CREATORS Jerome Gonfond,  

Hadi Hassan Helou, Thomas Czarnecki, Christophe Corsand  |  FRENCH PRODUCTION COMPANY QUAD  |  CANADIAN PRODUCTION COMPANY La Cavalerie 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER Michel David  |  TV PRODUCER Antoine Grujard  |  ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Regis Perrone  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Veronique Khayat

BACKGROUND 

Group Atlantic wanted to show how important heat is for life in order to 
strengthen their position as France’s leading provider of heating from electricity.

IDEA

The idea was to show how life could flourish in even the most hostile 
environment, provided there was warmth.

A glass cube was constructed and transported to a spot in British Columbia 
2,400 metres above sea level and where temperatures were often as low 
as -30° C.

The cube was divided into two sections. Hibernating life forms were placed  
in each with blocks of ice positioned above them. As the electric heaters did  
their work, the ice melted to provide water for the plants below.

Within 37 days the interior of the cube was ablaze with colour and life with 
flowers and butterflies thriving, while outside the conditions remained icily severe.

A documentary was made about the experiment: http://youtu.be/su1n5B7rMRQ

However, the first step in raising awareness of the initiative and of the film was 
to mail key influencers and electrical heating retailers a flower grown inside the 
cube, fixed in a block of resin.

RESULTS

As yet unknown, though the film won two Golds at Cannes in Filmcraft.

INSIGHTS

Not so long ago there was an assumption that if you made something 
wonderful and put it online, it would magnetically attract an audience. 
Today, when 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute, 
that isn’t the case. You have to lure an audience. And one of the most 
cost-effective ways to do that is by getting journalists and bloggers to do 
it for you. When you truly know your audience and how to personally reach 
them, that’s when Canada Post Smartmail MarketingTM shines.

#THECUBE 37 DAYS
INDUSTRY Services  |  PRODUCT Electric Heating  |  CLIENT Atlantic Group  |  AGENCY Leo Burnett, Paris  |  COUNTRY France
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1-2 A glass cube was placed in one of the most inhospitable landscapes on earth.  |  3 A short film documented the transformation as just 

two electric heaters provided enough warmth for the plants inside the cube to take seed and flourish.  |  4-5 To help raise awareness of the 

story and to drive traffic to www.heatislife.com, journalists were mailed one of the flowers grown inside the cube.
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AUTOMOTIVE

REGIONAL EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Fadi Yaish  |  ART DIRECTORS Khaled Said, Abdelaziz Metwally, Ibrahim Barakat  |  COPYWRITER Alok Mohan 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR DESIGN Scott Leder  |  DESIGNERS Mohamed Said, Rijin Kunnath Raju  |  VISUALIZER Karna Mukhia  |  EXECUTIVE INTEGRATED PRODUCER Clarisse Mar Wai May 

CREATIVE SERVICES DIRECTOR Tennyson Torcato  |  PRODUCTION MANAGER Sajan Abraham  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Albert Lorenzo  |  MEDIA PLANNER Mina Tahajody

HEAD OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS MERCEDES-BENZ CARS Lennart Mueller-Teut

BACKGROUND 

To promote the Mercedes-Benz G-Class, regarded as the best off-road vehicle 
in its class, an engaging giveaway to both existing and prospective customers 
was required. It had to celebrate the adventurous spirit of the G-Class and be 
something that the receivers would want to keep.

IDEA

While the G-Class might be impervious to everything that nature could throw 
at it, the same was not true of its drivers. 

In case they should experience a hostile encounter with a remote tribe while 
out and about in their G-Class, the Tribal Rapport Field Guide was written to 
help them manage the trickiest situations. 

The 115-page leatherbound book featured 12 international illustrators who 
brought to life 12 tribes from around the world with unique art expressions.

The likes and dislikes of each tribe was described and Mercedes even went 
so far as to identify and supply the perfect gift to ensure the driver a warm 
welcome, wherever they ended up. 

For example, the Yaohnanen tribe of Vanuatu, who worship Prince Phillip, 
would appreciate the life-size die-cut poster of the Prince, which was supplied 
in the Guide. 

To ensure a safe passage wherever they went, all that G-Class drivers needed 
to do was identify the tribe, tear out the corresponding gift and offer it to the 
leader of the tribe.

RESULTS

The campaign won Gold for ‘Promotional Mail’ at The Loerie Awards in South 
Africa, two Golds at the Cristal Festival (France), Silver at the Clios and was 
shortlisted at Cannes.  

INSIGHTS

This was also a print campaign as well as a book and a mailing. And the craft 
skills throughout are of the highest order. 

Why oh why do some marketers think of mail as a ‘cheap’ medium? Mail is 
tactile. You can tell in a nanosecond if a piece is respectful of you as a 
recipient, or indifferent. Brands communicate more clearly in how they say 
something than in what they actually say.

The illustrations are exquisite, the paper stock is the best. As the audience 
flipped through the book, they could feel and see the quality with their own 
hands and eyes. It says we know you are a Mercedes driver, not a Daihatsu 
owner. The physicality of the piece elevated the quality, and served as a 
keepsake that drivers would hold on to.

If this helped drive consideration and led to just four sales, the ROI would still 
be impressive. 

THE TRIBAL RAPPORT 
FIELD GUIDE
PRODUCT 4x4 Off-road vehicle  |  CLIENT Mercedes-Benz  |  AGENCY Impact BBDO, Dubai  |  COUNTRY United Arab Emirates
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AUTOMOTIVE

CREATIVE DIRECTOR Tim Wood  |  COPYWRITER Adam Taylor  |  ART DIRECTOR Nicole Yeoman  |  SENIOR DESIGNER Craig Fraser  |  MINI MARKETING MANAGER Simonne Mearns  

CRM MANAGER, BMW AND MINI Steve Christie  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Kate Spencer Smith

BACKGROUND 

MINI drivers loved their MINI; they treated their car more like a pet, or even 
a partner. Convincing these drivers to trade in their beloved best friend was 
really hard. 

The problem was the new MINI F56 may have looked like the old MINI, but 
it was more like a reinvention of the MINI from the ground up, representing 
the most significant advances since the MINI was reborn in 2001. If MINI 
drivers were ever going to replace their car, now was the time. But only if they 
realized the new model was something special. The task was to make sure 
MINI owners took notice; simply sending a new car brochure wouldn’t do. 

IDEA

The idea was to play off the intense and intimate relationship MINI owners 
often had with their cars. They gave them names, they treated them as family. 

The insight was to ask, how would your current MINI feel if it found out you 
were considering driving a new one? And, more importantly, what would it do?

It would write a letter, obviously. 

RESULTS

After the mailing, the MINI website saw an increase in site traffic of 124% 
for the period of activity. The average time on site increased by over 389%. 
The dealer network reported an increase in interest in the new F56 MINI with 
an increased number of phone requests for more information and test drives. 

INSIGHTS

The numbers vary, but it can cost 10 times more to acquire a new customer 
than to keep an existing one.

So this mailing is all about loyalty to the brand. 

First, if a MINI owner is to become a MINI loyalist, the product has to deliver. 
The car has to be reliable, fun, all those things. But after that, it’s about 
maintaining a relationship. Keeping in touch. The brand reminds owners that 
it’s thinking about them with a whole program of mailings, every one of which 
is a personal hello from MINI to make the owner feel special. Only Smartmail 
MarketingTM can achieve that personal touch, which is what ultimately struck 
a chord with MINI owners. 

This is MINI being true to itself, quirky and playful, but also being pretty 
darned smart because this was almost certainly the spark that set off a trail of 
connections that ended up with dozens of new cars sold. 

MINI DM
PRODUCT The new MINI F56 Hatch  |  CLIENT MINI  |  AGENCY RAPP, NZ  |  COUNTRY New Zealand
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To make the letter feel personal and intimate, it appeared to have been hand-written. In addition, note the use of a stamp. That extra 

personal touch made it feel like the piece was coming from a good friend, rather than a company.
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AUTOMOTIVE

CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER Graham Lang  |  EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Rui Alves  |  CREATIVE DIRECTOR Nkanyezi Masango  |  ART DIRECTORS Gareth Owen, Justin Joshua 

COPYWRITER Graham Krige  |  ART BUYER Ashleigh Hamilton  |  PRODUCTION MANAGER Rory Bonnes  

BACKGROUND 

In Africa, daily temperatures can reach 40° C and stay there. Land Rovers can 
easily withstand these conditions, but their drivers need to keep hydrated to 
survive. That’s why Land Rover launched this useful cap, which also functions 
as a water filtration device.

IDEA

To strengthen the relationship that Land Rover has with its customers and to 
promote the spirit of adventure, which is at the core of the brand, they were 
mailed a cap which both offered protection from the sun and a water filter. 

A special mesh lining meant that water scooped up by the cap flowed through 
to the drinking nozzle, but prevented particles and dirt from passing through. 

RESULTS

Over 500 caps were distributed. The cap has had 83% more brand recall than 
traditional promotional merchandise, helping to keep Land Rover as the most 
desired 4x4 in South Africa. 

The cap also won a Pencil at D&AD, a Bronze at the Loerie Awards and a Merit 
Award at The One Show. 

INSIGHTS

Direct marketing has long known the value of a ‘free gift.’ Psychologists say 
that the subconscious response to receiving a present is to want to please in 
return. The only problem is that nine out of 10 ‘free gifts’ are so worthless as 
to be meaningless. 

The bottle cap, by contrast, is completely relevant to you if you’re a Land Rover 
owner and you live in hot parts. It flatters you by suggesting you are a rugged 
adventurer and charms you by coming without any wheedling notes about test 
drives and finance deals. It’s practical, does something no other hat can do, 
and it’s a tangible representation of what the brand stands for.

It doesn’t take much to get your customers to become brand devotees. It just 
takes a bit of thought and a tiny bit of investment.

BOTTLE CAP
PRODUCT 4x4 Off-road vehicle  |  CLIENT Land Rover  |  AGENCY Y&R, Cape Town  |  COUNTRY South Africa
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CHARITY

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Nicky Bullard  |  SENIOR COPYWRITER Joanna Legg  |  SENIOR ART DIRECTOR Sara Pouri  |  ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Cat Edgson

STRATEGY PARTNER Caroline Parkes  |  DATA PLANNER Nick Boswell  |  SOCIAL MEDIA PLANNER Hannah Coates

BACKGROUND 

In conflict-affected countries like Afghanistan, Kosovo and Rwanda, women 
were subjected to the unimaginable horrors of rape, mutilation and abuse. 
Once the militia had moved on, they were left in pieces, with no income and 
no future. 

Women for Women International helped these women by teaching them about 
their basic human rights, identifying local opportunities, and providing them 
with the training and education they needed to run their own businesses. 

To support one woman, they needed a monthly sponsorship donation of  
£22 (CAD $40) for 12 months. The job was to find those sponsors.

IDEA

The idea was talk to very successful women in the U.K. These were women 
who had been given an education, a break, who had had mentors, training 
and opportunity. Also, they were able to afford £22 (CAD $40) a month.

The insight was that for these high-powered women, networking was hugely 
important. So the mailing introduced them to ‘the most important contact  
they would make all year.’ 

They were mailed a business card, which gave them the opportunity, literally, 
to turn a life around. 

The execution challenged traditional gender stereotypes, talking to influential 
women and inviting them to be catalysts for change. 

Potential sponsors were engaged using hope, not pity. They were shown how 
their success had the power to bring success to the women they sponsored.

RESULTS

This small, inexpensive-to-produce business card led to a 74% increase in 
sponsor sign-ups within two weeks. For every dollar spent, over £6 (CAD $11) 
was raised. And the process of transforming the lives of 40 women was 
begun. Beyond that, the campaign got influential women talking publically 
and in social media about the charity, raising awareness of the cause.

The campaign won Gold for ‘Best Direct Mail Campaign’ at the UK’s DMA Awards.

INSIGHTS

The single most important line of copy in this deceptively simple mailing is, 
‘Support a woman, not a charity.’

It is a line that identifies the reader – as a woman. 

It makes an amazingly emotional appeal: Support someone who might be like 
you and who needs your help.

It also tells the reader what to do: Don’t feel sorry, get practical.

As the agency noted in their award submission, the idea is classic direct mail 
in that it is ‘tactile and keepable, providing an ongoing reminder to respond.’ 
Only a physical business card could create this lasting impact.

When you know who you are talking to, you should know how to talk to them. 
This is a brilliant demonstration of the principle that once you have identified 
your target audience, all else will follow. 

 THE MOST IMPORTANT 
CONTACT
PRODUCT Charity  |  CLIENT Women for Women International  |  AGENCY LIDA, London  |  COUNTRY United Kingdom
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EDUCATION

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Anupama Ramaswamy  |  GROUP CREATIVE DIRECTOR Simran Sahni  |  COPYWRITER Nima Namchu  |  ART DIRECTOR Anusheela Saha   

BACKGROUND 

90% of the slums in Delhi had limited access to electricity. Children living 
in these deprived areas suffered from incessant power cuts, which made it 
incredibly hard for them to study after sunset. This led to a loss of interest in 
study and, eventually, to dropping out of school. 

Salaam Baalak Trust was an NGO which ran many of the schools in the 
slums. They wanted a solution to the problem.

IDEA

All schoolchildren had a constant companion: their schoolbag. This became 
the solution thanks to a solar panel attached to its back flap. As the children 
walked to school in the morning, the panel created enough energy to give  
light at night. Two hours of sunlight generated five hours of reading time. 

RESULTS

The number of school dropouts decreased. The campaign generated 
awareness of the problems faced by Salaam Baalak through over 5,000 posts 
and comments, amounting to a total of eight million media impressions, with 
PR coverage worth an estimated $1 million. 

It won Gold for Design and DM at India’s Goafest awards as well as Silver and 
Bronze for Direct at the One Show. 

INSIGHTS

In the world of direct mail, this was certainly a unique, non-traditional 
piece. Bloggers and vloggers were sent these backpacks, which opened up 
a discussion and fuelled a PR wildfire. But if mail helped raise awareness of 
Salaam Baalak, it also gave the agency another chance to win another award 
in another category.  

This is a great instance of the modern phenomenon of storytelling. In the 
old days, agencies fabricated stories and put them out there. Now, the best 
ideas stimulate consumers to tell their own stories about the brand and what 
it means to them. Of course, the only way to get them to do that is by being 
smart – with heart.

THE LIGHT BAG
PRODUCT Educational Trust  |  CLIENT Salaam Baalak Trust  |  AGENCY Cheil, Gurgaon  |  COUNTRY India
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EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Gustav Egerstedt  |  ART DIRECTORS Felix Nilsson, Erik Hiort Af Ornäs  |  COPYWRITERS Daniel Jakobsson, Petter Dixelius

PLANNER Elin Johansson  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Marie Nodbrink

BACKGROUND 

The Elmsta 3000 Horror film festival had been running for 10 years and many 
of the attendees were horror film fanatics, nerds even. They appreciated 
a good scare, especially if it came from their own festival. In 2015, the 
festival’s theme was ‘Virus Outbreak Horror’.

IDEA

Everyone on the mailing list was sent a letter warning them that they may have 
become infected by a deadly virus. To make mail even more personal than 
ever, data was used from social media to pinpoint a precise location where the 
recipient may have become infected. In other words, the festival fans supplied 
all the information about themselves without realizing it.

To make the letter more authentic, the letters were mailed from the U.S. and 
reported to come from a fictitious U.S. agency, The National Institute for 
Disease Control.

They were asked to call a doctor – where they could RSVP to the invitation 
to the film festival. 

RESULTS

The goal was to get 70% of those mailed to RSVP within a week. With this 
campaign, over 90% called the number on the day they received the letter.

The festival had its second-best attendance in its 11 years of existence.

It won a Bronze for ‘Flat Mailing’ at Eurobest.

INSIGHTS

A recent analysis of the strength of direct mail in the U.K. made it clear that 
consumers value mail when it speaks to them, not at them. What that means 
is, recipients like to feel the organization mailing them knows who they are and 
what interests them.

If you were into horror films, everything about this would have been a delight, 
especially if you followed all the way through to the message on the doctor’s 
answering machine, where the punchline would finally be revealed.

The use of data in this campaign was especially impressive, and it’s undoubtedly 
what fuelled the astounding results; they had all the information they needed 
to give readers a good scare. When you know your target audience, play with 
their buttons. Strangely, they will appreciate you for it.

VIRUS MAILING
PRODUCT Film festival  |  CLIENT Elmsta 3000 Horror Fest  |  AGENCY Saatchi & Saatchi, Stockholm  |  COUNTRY Sweden

ENTERTAINMENT
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CREATIVE DIRECTOR Jan Helberg  |  ART DIRECTOR Christoph Mäder  |  COPYWRITER Marco Gabriel  |  JUNIOR DESIGNER Alisha Dabelstein

MANAGING DIRECTOR Matthias Maurer  |  ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Andreas Frost  |  TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Kevin Breynck  |  PRODUCTION COMPANY Mr Cardboard, Berlin

PRODUCTION COMPANY Filmfabrique Coworking, Hamburg

BACKGROUND 

To drive worldwide awareness of Robin Schulz’s new single “Sun Goes 
Down,” Warner Music had to amaze all those influencers responsible for 
deciding whether a new song got airtime or not. The problem was that radio 
and club DJs, music program directors, bloggers and brand partners 
were all bombarded with messages daily. The task was to get noticed. 

IDEA

The idea was to do the world’s first virtual reality music mailing. 

Using simple technology like Google Cardboard, Robin Schulz’s sunglasses – 
his trademark – were transformed into immersive reality shades. When the 
recipients downloaded the corresponding app, they could experience the 
song’s video in 360°, as if they were there live.

RESULTS

Of the 1,300 mailings that went out, 68% were opened and the app 
downloaded and the video watched at least once. That was 12 times the 
standard response rate to emailing out a new song. Thirty-eight per cent of 
respondents watched the video a further two to three times.  

INSIGHTS

Virtual Reality is set to be a market worth $120 billion by 2020 according 
to Forbes Magazine. Augmented Reality is also set to totally transform 
entertainment as people get closer and closer to ‘being there’ experiences. At 
this stage, just getting in first is enough to raise interest. The trick is, how do 
you get the tech into people’s hands so they can be amazed? Mail, of course. 

Even if you’re a cynical veteran of the music industry, your mailman can bring 
you a moment to brighten up your whole day. 

So far, various versions of the video have notched around 200 million views on 
YouTube alone, so something worked. This campaign is a perfect example of 
connectivity and how one medium can drive results in another. The symbiosis 
of direct mail and Augmented Reality simultaneously gave the audience both  
a physical and digital experience.

360º SHADES – 
 THE VR MAILING
PRODUCT Robin Schulz single  |  CLIENT Warner Music  |  AGENCY LA Red, Hamburg  |  COUNTRY Germany

ENTERTAINMENT
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CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER Shahir Zag  |  CREATIVE DIRECTORS Kalpesh Pantakar, Ash Chagla  |  COPYWRITERS Ash Chagla, Guillaume Calmelet

ART DIRECTORS Kalpesh Patankar, Kapil Bhimekar  |  PRODUCTION MANAGER Binnu Cherian  |  GROUP ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Shaik Shibli 

BACKGROUND 

American Garden had a wide range of condiments that were already used by 
restaurants and caterers in the UAE. However, the hot sauce category was 
dominated by big established brands like Tabasco. The task was to get existing 
customers to try the new Habanero hot sauce.

IDEA

Habanero chili peppers are known to be among the very hottest and only 
a tiny drop can spice up any dish. So, the idea was to create 10 miniature 
books, each describing a tiny blunder, mistake or event which had huge 
consequences in the world. 

Each book was created by a different artist.

The books and a sample of the new sauce were mailed out to all American 
Garden’s existing customers in the region as well as to food bloggers 
and influencers.

RESULTS

60% of the mailing list ordered the new Habanero sauce. They also went onto 
social media to talk among themselves about the campaign and to recommend 
the sauce to other chefs and cooks in their circles. 

The campaign turned out to be equally hot at the Dubai Lynx Awards, 
where it won a Grand Prix as well as two Golds. It won a Pencil at D&AD  
and Bronze at LIAA. 

INSIGHTS

Every case study in this volume of INCITE has two things in common: first, 
a creative idea, and second, a client that wanted to do something a little 
differently. This brilliant idea was brought to life best using direct mail – there’s 
something special about physically owning a tiny collection of big stories.  
The accompanying letter contained an offer but also a threat. If you didn’t sign 
up and buy now, you would miss out. It was printed on cheap stock and often 
looked garish to support the brash ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ nature of the 
promotion. But you can sell to people through their hearts as well as through 
their minds and this is an example of precisely that, a brand declaring its values 
(cheeky, fun, pungent) to an appreciative target audience.

LITTLE BOOKS OF  
BIG CONSEQUENCES

PRODUCT Habanero Sauce  |  CLIENT American Garden  |  AGENCY Y&R, Dubai  |  COUNTRY United Arab Emirates

FOOD
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CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER Monica Moro  |  EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTORS Raquel Martinez, Jon Lavin  |  ART DIRECTOR Rafa Quilez  |  COPYWRITER Jon Lavin 

AGENCY PRODUCERS Martin Beilin, Guzman Molin Pradel  |  PRODUCTION COMPANY La Joya  |  ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Jesus Martinez Soria

ACCOUNT MANAGERS Javier Gonzalo, Elisa López, Veronica Fiz

BACKGROUND 

Every year at Christmas, Campofrio had talked to consumers about the 
everyday problems of life in Spain, urging them to “Let nothing and no one 
deprive us of our way of enjoying life.”

However, in the run-up to Christmas 2014, Campofrio suffered a serious blow 
when the Burgos factory went up in smoke. And with it, the livelihood of 
hundreds of workers.

The situation was very bleak. 

IDEA

In cases like this, all the crisis manuals advise saying nothing. Pedro Ballvé, 
Chairman of Campofrio, knew he could not keep silent. He wrote to all 
Campofrio’s employees in Burgos, sending them each a brick. 

Why a brick?

Because the secret to the longevity of Roman construction was that they made 
their bricks with ash, which made them more durable and longer-lasting. 

The ashes of the old factory had been collected and had gone into the  
894 bricks that were made, one for each of the 894 people who worked at  
the factory the day it burned down. 

His promise was that they would begin building the new plant with those bricks. 

RESULTS

Not a job was lost and the future looks encouraging for the 894 families  
who feared the worst. Campofrio was able to deliver to their own slogan,  
“Let nothing and no one deprive us of our way of enjoying life.”

‘Ashes’ turned to Gold at the Eurobest Awards, Silver at Cannes and at the 
Iberian El Sol awards as well as Bronze at the London International Advertising 
Awards and Clios.  

INSIGHTS

This is how you build a brand. Not just by acknowledging that the best 
way to do it is from the inside out, turning every employee into a brand 
ambassador, but by understanding that how you treat your people is a story 
that ripples outwards from the factory to the neighbourhood and to far 
beyond. Physically mailing out the bricks was both a unique direct mail piece 
and a powerful, emotional message. It inspired hope in the employees, even 
as they held the factory’s ashes in their hands.

We live in a connected world. Mail can start a conversation in social media as 
easily as a YouTube video. Word spread about Campofrio, but the narrative 
had shifted in a positive way. The employees could have told loved ones about 
their factory burning down, but now they could tell people about Campofrio’s 
thoughtful gesture, and that they had their job waiting for them.

ASHES
PRODUCT Food Company  |  CLIENT Campofrio  |  AGENCY McCann Ericsson, Madrid  |  COUNTRY Spain

FOOD
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1-2 In December, Campofrio’s Burgos factory burned down.  |  3 Copying ancient Roman construction techniques, ashes from 

the old factory were collected and mixed with clay to make 894 bricks.  |  4 Those bricks will be the first to be laid when the new 

factory is rebuilt.  |  5 All 894 workers at the factory were mailed a letter from the Chairman – and a brick. A brick that guaranteed 

them their jobs while their bricks helped a new factory emerge from the ashes of the old.
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ART DIRECTORS Casper Christensen, Rene Schultz  |  COPYWRITERS Casper Christensen, Rene Schultz

BACKGROUND 

Casper Christensen and Rene Schultz were a young creative team looking for 
a great job in a great agency. The trouble was, how to get in to see the top 
creative directors they hoped would be impressed with their work? 

IDEA

Most creative directors in Europe get Lürzer’s Archive, a bi-monthly publication 
in Europe which showcases creativity in advertising.

Casper and Rene disguised their portfolio as a meticulously crafted replica of 
the magazine. To make doubly sure the creative director they were targeting 
took an interest, his/her own work was featured on the front cover. 

RESULTS

The idea won Silver at Danish Creative Circle, Silver at EPICA and a Merit Award  
at the One Show. It was written up by many advertising blogs and was 
featured in the real Lürzer’s Archive. It also landed the team a job they really 
wanted, at Umwelt in Copenhagen.  

INSIGHTS

When I teach advertising in universities and art schools in the U.K., the first 
session I like to do is ‘How to land your first job in advertising’, and it’s all 
about mail.

Where do you want to work?

Great, now you know who your target audience is.

What interests them? And how can you feed that interest? What have you 
got that they need? How can you tailor your offer to them personally?

It ain’t hard and time and time again I see kids discover that targeting plus a 
personalized and witty message actually works. Then, the moment they land 
a job, all they want to do is viral video. Makes you want to bang your head 
against the nearest lamppost. 

Anyway, bravo to Casper and Rene. They physically got their portfolio into 
the hands of the right audience, showing potential employers they could  
do advertising.

 THE DISGUISED 
PORTFOLIO
PRODUCT Portfolio  |  CLIENT Casper Christensen, Rene Schultz  |  AGENCY letsadvertise.it  |  COUNTRY Denmark

MEDIA
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CREATIVE DIRECTOR Andrew Sims  |  COPYWRITER Duncan Blair  |  ART DIRECTOR Craig Ross, Melissa Turkington  |  PRODUCTION Craig Abbott

OTHER Paul McNamara, Lisa Brooks, Amber Henderson, Steven Caunce, Alistair Egan

BACKGROUND 

In August 2014 Fuji Xerox launched their slick new digital printer, the 
Versant 2100, into an incredibly cluttered market. Their potential audience 
was constantly receiving a barrage of print samples and brochures.  
The learnings from previous print-product launches had been that when it 
comes to buying a digital printer, the proof was in the pudding. Without an  
up-close demonstration of a printer’s capabilities, there was no way the 
audience would purchase. The task was to do it better than everyone else.

IDEA

To stand out in this cluttered category, an immersive direct mail experience 
was created to demonstrate the printer’s capabilities.

The Haus of Versant began with a beautifully art directed dimensional direct 
mail piece containing an introductory letter from fictitious French fashion 
designer Alfonso Versant. He explained that he had created a fashion range 
using only paper stocks passed through the Versant 2100. The mailing also 
contained a ‘look-book’ filled with Alfonso’s musings, inspiration and the 
experiences behind his collection. With the booklet came an invitation to 
attend the New Zealand premier of Fashion Collection de Papier, along with  
a VIP pass to the event. 

NZ Fashion Tech was commissioned to help create 12 unique looks based 
around the Haus of Versant book. At the event, over 300 attendees were 
treated to an incredible spectacle as models took to the runway wearing 
garments created on the Versant 2100 printer. After the runway presentation, 
each attendee was given tokens to vote for their favourite look and prizes 
were awarded to the designer of the people’s choice. This New Zealand launch 
was so successful that Fuji Xerox’s Head Office in New York requested that 
the paper dresses go on display in their foyer and the New Zealand show  
was replicated for Fuji Xerox in Asia.

RESULTS

The objective was to sell 20 units within the first three months.

In fact, The Haus of Versant event was so impactful that Fuji Xerox New Zealand 
sold five machines on the launch night. A further 49 units were sold within the 
first three months, more than doubling the target of 20 units and ROI of $32:1, 
achieving an ROI of $77:1.

During the launch month, Fuji Xerox New Zealand accounted for an incredible 
61% of all Versant 2100 sales in the Asian Pacific region.

From the leads gathered at the Haus of Versant launch, the Versant 2100 
outsold every other country in Asia Pacific.

For the three-month launch phase, New Zealand sales accounted for 34% of the 
Asia Pacific region, although by population the country only accounted for 0.27% 
of the region.

From the leads gathered at the launch, sales continued to climb. At five months, 
the ROI had risen to a phenomenal 105:1, 328% of the target.

INSIGHTS

This campaign won Gold at the New Zealand Direct Marketing Awards and  
will continue to win awards around the world. 

Every aspect of it demonstrates ‘out of the box’ thinking. 

Challenged to sell more printers, how many of you would instantly think,  
‘I know, let’s have a fashion show. And all the clothes will be made from paper.’

Leading with direct mail is also ‘out of the box’ these days, but in this instance, 
they made absolutely sure the right people were intrigued enough to come 
along to an event at which the printer’s amazing capabilities would be brilliantly  
demonstrated. This is another great example of connectivity, and how using 
direct mail as part of a broader campaign can seriously boost the response rate.  
The result? A campaign even the Huffington Post has been writing about  
as well as other media-watching sites.

HAUS OF VERSANT
PRODUCT Fuji Xerox - Versant 2100 Digital Printer  |  CLIENT Fuji Xerox, New Zealand  |  AGENCY Republik, New Zealand  |  COUNTRY New Zealand

OFFICE SUPPLIES
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RETAIL

CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER Judy John  |  CREATIVE DIRECTOR Lisa Greenberg  |  GROUP CREATIVE DIRECTORS Morgan Kurchak, Karen Larmour, Anthony Chelvanathan, Steve Persico 

COPYWRITER Steve Persico  |  ART DIRECTOR Anthony Chelvanathan  |  AGENCY PRODUCER Anne Peck  |  SVP, GENERAL MANAGER David Kennedy

GROUP ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Natasha Dagenais  |  ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Danielle Iozzo  |  ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE Rebecca Simon  |  PLANNER Lisa Hart

BACKGROUND 

For 38 years, the delivery of the IKEA catalogue to tens of thousands of 
Canadian homes was a much-anticipated event. 

However, while people expected to get the catalogue every fall, their excitement 
had dwindled. 

The task was not simply to motivate people to visit their local IKEA store, but 
because the catalogue was a proxy for the brand, the communication needed 
to support its values and inspire.   

IDEA

The campaign big idea was to position the catalogue as “The Most Helpful 
Book In The World.” Outdoor and digital set out to create awareness of and 
interest in the drop of the catalogue. But what else could encourage people to 
do more than flip through the book and actually use it as a manual? 

Answer: The most helpful measuring tape in the world. Delivered with 
the book, and with relevant little messages printed onto the tape itself, it 
encouraged homeowners to start measuring for their new furniture. 

RESULTS

The idea helped contribute to a highly successful campaign, which saw store 
sales increase by a whopping 13.5% compared to the previous year (almost 
11% higher than the planned sales goal).  

Within one day on social media, the measuring tape post helped to exceed 
the estimated retweets with an average reach of 41,000 and over 265,000 
impressions on Facebook.

Shortlisted at Cannes and at The New York Festivals, the idea won Bronze  
at The One Show. 

INSIGHTS

In the digital world, it is said that if a brand wants to engage, then it needs 
to offer its customers an experience which is delightful, usable or useful. The 
offline world can learn a thing or two from the practice. All too often, direct 
marketers seem to think it is okay to tempt their customers with a gift that is 
useless, undesired and destined for the bin.

The moment you do give people something relevant and fun, then gosh! 
Not only do they warm to the brand, they may even spend some money.  
This campaign shows how physical media can give audiences a useful solution 
they can hold on to. 

The attention to detail is worth highlighting, especially the little messages on 
the tape itself, selling every inch of the way. 

 THE MOST HELPFUL  
MEASURING TAPE IN  
 THE WORLD
PRODUCT IKEA Catalogue  |  CLIENT IKEA  |  AGENCY Leo Burnett, Toronto  |  COUNTRY Canada
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RETAIL

CREATIVE TEAM Mother New York  |  PRODUCTION Mother New York

BACKGROUND 

TOMS was a fashion brand with a one-to-one policy of giving an item of 
clothing to charity for every one sold. Over the Christmas period, they 
embarked on a new partnership with retail giant Target. With little budget, 
they wanted to spread news that the two companies had come together for 
a good cause. 

IDEA

Christmas sweaters had become something of an annual event. The third 
Friday of December had even become National Christmas Sweater Day.  
Taking advantage of this curious enthusiasm for seasonal knitwear, 
influencers and key TOMS customers were mailed a 2-headed, double-sized 
‘Together Sweater’ made of Italian wool to wear with someone they liked  
or loved. Some were mailed 4-headed, 6-headed and even 8-headed sweaters. 

Everything was designed for sharing, from the double gingerbread man cookie 
to the double ribbons tying it all together. The letter gave helpful suggestions 
on how the sweater could be shared across social media. 

RESULTS

The influencers all responded most positively. Ellen DeGeneres showed her 
Together Sweater on her TV show. Other recipients cozied up with friends and 
loved ones in their sweaters and posted the images online, generating a wave 
of engagement with the partnership.

Buzzfeed published their 10 favourite Instagram images of people and pets  
in Together Sweaters.

On a budget of $700,000, the campaign generated over 1 million ‘Likes’ on 
Facebook and 283 million media impressions.

The campaign won a Grand Clio, a Pencil at D&AD and was shortlisted at Cannes.

INSIGHTS

The traditional response to this brief might have been a direct mail piece that 
tugs at the heartstrings – perhaps an image of hungry kids in a developing  
country. But this campaign took on an age-old problem in a fresh way.

You don’t have to make people feel guilty to make your point about Christmas 
and about less fortunate people. You can make them smile. And get them to 
share both the sweater and the photographs of it being worn. So the message 
ripples outwards to a wider and wider circle of people, all of whom start to 
smile too. The physical sweaters led to shareable digital content – another 
example of effective connectivity.

Once again, mail was the medium that got the ball (of wool) rolling. 

THE TOGETHER SWEATER
PRODUCT Target and TOMS joint promotion  |  CLIENT TOMS  |  AGENCY Mother, New York  |  COUNTRY United States
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RETAIL

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Jerker Fagerström  |  COPYWRITERS Nick Christiansen, Magnus Jacobsson  |  ART DIRECTORS Joel Ekstrand, Fredrik Simonsson

DESIGNER Linus Östberg  |  DESIGN DIRECTOR Linnea Lofjord  |  GRAPHIC DESIGN Peter Danielsson  |  PRINT PRODUCTION MANAGER Anna Hellenberg

PRODUCERS Joakim Kromnér, Michael Nyberg  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Katarina Bäcklund  |  HEAD OF DIGITAL Jojo Brännström  |  PLANNER Gustav Hamdahl

PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER Simon Strand  

BACKGROUND 

Swedish menswear brand Uniforms for the Dedicated wanted to establish their 
credentials as a brand that stood for sustainability and social responsibility  
by setting the standards for the rest of the Swedish fashion industry. 

The task was to influence brands and consumers by taking a practical stand 
for sustainability.

IDEA

The insight was that for every new piece of clothing people buy, there will 
be an item they will never wear again. The idea, then, was that whenever a 
Swedish consumer bought a new garment, he/she could donate something 
old at the same time. The mechanic that made this possible was the humble 
shopping bag. By turning it inside out, the rag bag turned into a pre-paid 
envelope that allowed shoppers to make a donation easily. All they had to 
do was remove the strip, seal the package and post it to the charity of their 
choice, UNICEF or Save the Children. 

Naturally, the bag was biodegradable.

RESULTS

“I don’t have the exact number of returns, but we have sold out of bags,”  
said DDB Stockholm CEO David Sandstrom.

From the website, www.theragbag.se, other companies have ordered 600,000 
bags to use.

The campaign won Gold at the Swedish Guldägget Awards, Silver at EPICA, 
Wood and Graphite pencils at D&AD and was shortlisted at Cannes.

INSIGHTS

One of the cleverest planners I know, Lazar Dzamic, doesn’t believe a brief is 
completed until he has identified the main barriers that need to be overcome if 
the consumer is to take even the most remote interest in what you have to say. 

What this campaign does is use mail brilliantly in order to make it incredibly  
easy to be an eco-warrior. It is an effortlessly simple solution to a massively 
complex problem. What I love about it is that it uses the other huge strength 
of mail, not just as a medium that helps you get your message out, but as the 
means by which your customers and fans can talk back. The piece became much 
more than an ad – it was a physical carrier for donated clothes.

THE RAG BAG
PRODUCT Fashion  |  CLIENT Uniforms for the Dedicated  |  AGENCY DDB, Stockholm  |  COUNTRY Sweden  
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SERVICES

EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Seyoan Vela  |  CREATIVE DIRECTOR Tristan Fitzgerald  |  ASSOCIATE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Pallavi Adhikari 

SENIOR ART DIRECTOR Mahesh Powar  |  ART DIRECTOR Jagal Gopinath  |  PRODUCTION HEAD OF PRINT PRODUCTION Jaafar Atwi  |  EDITOR Joris Bosdriesz

BACKGROUND 

Boecker Public Health was the Middle East’s largest pest management  
and biosecurity services company. In the UAE, business cards slipped under 
apartment doors were common. So too, unfortunately, were cockroaches.  
In many apartment blocks, these pests were a hidden problem. 

IDEA

When Boecker wanted an innovative but low-cost way to cut through in a 
crowded market, the idea was to do exactly as so many other companies did 
and slip a card under the door. But this card had a twist. It actually identified 
whether there was a problem inside the apartment or not. 

The ink used was edible. If there were cockroaches present, they would eat 
away the ink, changing the message from ‘Do you need us?’ to ‘You need us.’ 

RESULTS

There was an 11% response rate, which was 9% higher than using a traditional 
business card door-drop. 

The campaign won a Wood Pencil at D&AD, and was shortlisted at the Dubai 
Lynx awards. 

INSIGHTS

Against ‘useful, usable and delightful’ this does not ring the ‘delightful’ 
bell, does it? But if there was a chance you might have cockroaches in your 
apartment, you’d want to know sooner rather than later, right? This idea is 
a simple DIY test. Just leave the card on the floor and find out the horrible 
truth. The very best mail gets people to do something, even if in this case it 
was to just wait and see. This piece was useful, informative, and a physical 
invitation to discover what was lurking in their home (and to find out if they 
needed to call Boecker).

11% response was pretty good going when 2% is what most marketers 
dream of. 

And the reason for the way-better-than-average response is because the 
creatives didn’t just do the obvious and push a scary message under the door; 
they had an idea that would let the residents scare themselves.

EDIBLE MAILER
PRODUCT Pest Control  |  CLIENT Boecker  |  AGENCY JWT, Dubai  |  COUNTRY United Arab Emirates
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EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Matt Shirtcliffe  |  ART DIRECTOR Alistair Lang  |  GENERAL MANAGER Alexia Walsh  |  STUDIO MANAGER Brett Sanders 

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Rachel Irwin

BACKGROUND 

Whenever a shopper bought a new item of clothing in New Zealand, there was 
a good chance it had been imported from China.

Before it went on the rack, C&F Garment Management unpacked it from its 
shipping box, pressed it, checked it for blemishes, repaired it (if necessary), 
then distributed it to the appropriate store. 

The company wanted to let the retail trade know that it was doing so much 
more than merely pressing clothes, which is what they used to do at their 
Mount Wellington factory. 

IDEA

The highly personalized letter was embroidered onto a crisply pressed shirt, 
complete with a hand-sewn button and hung on a specially created laser-cut 
coat-hanger inside a suit bag.

This was followed up with a telephone call. 

RESULTS

Fourteen large retailers were mailed. Thirteen responded. Each agreed to 
a meeting, resulting in eight new contracts, thereby exceeding goals and 
targeted ROI.

This won Gold at the New Zealand Direct Marketing Awards in February 2016 
and is likely to win further recognition at both local and international shows.  

INSIGHTS

What annoys me most about marketers who don’t understand direct mail 
is when they see a campaign like this and say, “Small bananas, they only 
mailed 14 people.”

True, but look at that 60% conversion rate. And then ask yourself, what does 
that actually mean? 

Well, in this case it probably meant that every single worker at C&F felt good 
about what they did; and not one of them felt frightened they were going  
to lose their job. Using clothes as a physical canvas for their message was  
both relevant and memorable for the target audience.

In fact, a couple of new jobs were probably created, which made everyone  
feel they were part of an organization going somewhere, with purpose. 

I love this idea because it is so focused. The more unfocused you are, the more 
you are driven towards broadcast media and a message of pure vanilla.  

STITCHED DM
PRODUCT Garment processing  |  CLIENT C&F Garment Management  |  AGENCY Shirtcliffe & Co, Auckland  |  COUNTRY New Zealand

SERVICES
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EXECUTIVE CREATIVE DIRECTOR Damon Stapleton  |  CREATIVE DIRECTORS Matt Gilmour, Jon Burden  |  ART DIRECTOR Tara McKenty  |  COPYWRITER Iain Nealie  

SENIOR DIGITAL DESIGNER Jake Bruce  |  PRODUCER Anna Warren  |  HEAD OF STUDIO Dan Meyers  |  STUDIO MANAGER Julian Cowling  |  TV PRODUCER Llew Griffiths 

GROUP BUSINESS DIRECTOR Catherine Harris  |  SENIOR ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Ross Jauncey  |  SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER Luke Algar  |  AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR Kevin Waldron  

VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING, LUXOTTICA Melinda Spencer  |  MARKETING DIRECTOR, LUXOTTICA Melissa Monneron  |  OPSM BRAND MANAGER, LUXOTTICA Meredith Jones

BACKGROUND 

Good eyesight was critical to the learning and development of children.  
The problem was that  almost 50% of Australian parents had never taken their 
child for an eye test. When they did, the children did not like the experience. 
The task was to find a more convenient way for parents to get their  
children’s eye health checked that would also be enjoyable for the child. 

IDEA

‘Penny the Pirate’ was a first, a storybook and app which was also a medical tool. 

The story followed a girl as she tried to become captain of the Mighty Pickle. 
Working with author/illustrator Kevin Waldron and in consultation with the 
Department of Optometry and Vision Sciences at the University of Melbourne, 
clinical eye tests were hidden in the pages. When a mother read with her child, 
there were simple screening exercises throughout the story. All she had to do 
was upload the results to determine if her child needed a full eye test.

RESULTS

OPSM saw a sustained uplift in children’s eye tests of 22.6% YOY, and sales  
of children’s eyewear was up 22.4%. 

The objective of the original test was to reach 1,200 kids with 400 books.  
By encouraging mums to pass the book on to another family, 2,500 children 
were reached within four months. 

The campaign increased brand appeal and led to a further 300,000 copies 
of the book being printed and distributed for free across Australia and  
New Zealand. And the app got to be the No.1 health app in the App Store. 

M&C Saatchi were rewarded with Silver at Cannes for ‘Dimensional Mailing’ 
as well as Bronze in the ‘Effectiveness’ category. The idea won an Innovation 
Lion as well as three Silvers at the New York festivals, Silver at The One Show, 
a Wood Pencil at D&AD and a Gold at the Effie Awards Asia-Pacific. 

INSIGHTS

This was the single most awarded piece of direct mail of the year, and it also 
won awards for creative effectiveness, innovation, media, and promo as well 
as direct.

What I like about it is that from the start, the book was designed to be shared – 
between mother and child and between mother and mother. It was intended 
that it should be posted on, mailed from mum to mum.  

In other words, it was social at heart. 

I sound like a stuck record when I say this, but ideas that gain traction 
in social media are not exclusively digital. In fact, shared online content 
often begins with direct mail. We’re now able to connect these two worlds 
seamlessly – that’s the beauty of Smartmail Marketing. What makes this idea 
so successful is it did three jobs effortlessly: It told a good story, it made the 
tests uncomplicated and fun, and lastly it helped mums get the results and 
make an appointment easily.

PENNY THE PIRATE
PRODUCT Optometrists  |  CLIENT OPSM  |  AGENCY Saatchi & Saatchi, Sydney  |  COUNTRY Australia

SERVICES
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1 Every book came with an eye-patch, a pair of 3D glasses and a spy glass, which were essential to the screening tests tests and 

also made the experience more fun for a five-year-old.  |  2 Wearing the 3D specs, can you pinch the rings from the pirate skeleton? 

3-4 Put your eye-patch on and read the shapes on the sails. Now use the spy glass. Is it easier or harder to see the shapes this time? 

5 Can you see the numbers hidden in the Captain’s log?  |  6 Hidden in a bedtime story were several important eye tests.
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CREATIVE DIRECTORS Magnus Jakobsson, Fredrik Simonsson  |  ART DIRECTORS Joakim Khoury, Patrik Pagréus, Daniel Mencák 

COPYWRITERS Daniel Vaccino, Jens Thelfer  |  DIGITAL PRODUCER Katarina Mohlin  |  DIGITAL DEVELOPERS August Björnberg,  Alexander Ekman

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR Charlotte Lusiak  |  ACCOUNT MANAGER Katarina Bäcklund  |  DIGITAL PLANNER Christopher Môrd

TRAVEL & TOURISM

BACKGROUND 

Nobody knew Berlin as well as Lufthansa. But in Sweden, the airline was 
bottom-of-mind. In a competitive airline market, where everyone offered the 
same comfort at the same price, Lufthansa needed to stand out by talking to 
the heart rather than to the wallet.

IDEA

Swedes love Berlin and the life that the city provides. So the idea was to offer 
them a life there. It was what The Economist called a simple “bar bet,” a dare, 
which became an international story. Swedes were asked, do you love Berlin 
enough to change your name? Lufthansa then offered up one free new life 
there, with a one-way ticket, an apartment and everything it took to start fresh. 

The catch? They had to prove their dedication by legally changing their name  
to Klaus-Heidi, a gender-bender name fit for the modern Berliner. 

At the site, visitors could see a film about what their new life might be like, 
download an application for a name change and buy a flight to Berlin at 
a discount.

To get the campaign off the ground, influencers were mailed a passport 
showing their new name as Klaus-Heidi and an official application form if 
they decided to go ahead.

RESULTS

1,100 people downloaded the application form and 42 Swedes legally changed 
their names to Klaus-Heidi. The winner was Klaus-Heidi Andersson who flew 
to Berlin, where he was welcomed by the city mayor.

Lufthansa filled an Airbus 319 with sales that came from the site. The campaign 
got 240 million media impressions, making the news in over 30 countries. 
During its peak it accounted for over 25% of all Lufthansa mentions in 
social media.

It won two Silvers at Eurobest, Silver at EPICA, Bronze at Cannes. 

INSIGHTS

Communications today is all about turning readers and viewers into participants. 

Why tell people that Lufthansa flies to Berlin and costs about 1,200 SEK 
(CAD $194), which is boring, when you can sell the sizzle of the city instead?  
No one is really interested in the journey but they are interested in the 
destination. This simple insight into how people really think led to a famous 
campaign, brand awareness scores way up and lots of bums on seats. 

Mail played its part in getting bloggers and vloggers to show their ‘new’  
passports to their followers and talk about changing their names to Klaus-Heidi. 

ARE YOU KLAUS-HEIDI?
PRODUCT Airline  |  CLIENT Lufthansa  |  AGENCY DDB Stockholm, Cape Town  |  COUNTRY Sweden
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he winners of the 2016 Canada Post INCITE awards at the Canadian 
Marketing Awards seamlessly connected digital and physical marketing 
channels. Customer response? High sales and stronger, positive brand 

awareness. Congratulations are in order for these 2016 winning campaigns.

Each of these award-winning campaigns looked hard at their customer data 
to build offers and creative that would resonate with prospective customers. 
They leveraged the unique properties of digital and physical channels to excite 
interest and make it easy to “buy” the product or offer. 

2016 CANADA POST  
INCITE AWARD WINNERS
T

CELEBRATING EXCELLENCE

 THE WOW GUIDE BRIDGED THE GAP BETWEEN DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL

To let Canadians know about its growing selection of home products, Canadian Tire took a new approach to the catalogue format. The WOW Guide integrates a 
downloadable app with its catalogue, allowing shoppers to hover their smartphone cameras over a product and access digital content. Customers could buy with the 
swipe on a screen. In addition to product photos and information, the digital integration offered dynamic pricing, reviews, product videos and more.

The WOW campaign launched with a bang, using targeted television ads and sending the catalogue to 12 million households. Canadian Tire’s online weekly sales 
doubled. The company saw double-digit sales increases across all stock keeping units (SKUs). A bonus was the category halo impact due to the positive customer bias 
created as shoppers experienced the catalogue physically and digitally.

THE WOW GUIDE

Product: Canadian Tire 

Client: Canadian Tire Corporation  

Agency: Rogers Media Custom Content

CREDITS

Assistant Vice-President, Marketing: Bobby Singh-Randhawa  |  Senior Vice-President, Marketing: T.J. Flood 

Vice-President, Marketing: Jason Blanchette  |  Rogers Media: Clodagh Wilson  |  Rogers Media, Creative: Noam Lamdan 

Director, Rogers: Christopher Loudon  |  Group Content Manager: Mike Cortiula  |  Client Manager, Rogers: Beth Fraser

GOLD
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MASTERCARD PRICELESS CITIES TAPS INTO  
CARDHOLDERS’ TRAVEL DREAMS

Mastercard wanted to generate awareness of its Priceless Cities program, 
convincing existing cardholders to opt-in for emails and acquiring new 
converts to the program. Partnering with issuing banks, Mastercard identified 
affluent cardholders who liked to travel. Data combined with an interactive 
format to engage customers with relevant travel offers and experiences. The 
multi-layered “peel and reveal” format physically engaged cardholders as they 
consumed the content.

The data segmentation and compelling creative resulted in higher than estimated 
opt-in and engagement rates. Email opt-ins were through the roof – 73% of the 
cardholders who entered also signed up for future emails. And the CPA was just 
$22.01, well below the industry standard of $25. 

MASTERCARD PRICELESS CITIES DM 

Product: Mastercard Priceless Cities  

Client: Mastercard 

Agency: McCann Canada

CREDITS

Chief Executive Officer: Darren Clarke  |  Creative Director: Mike Lee 

Creative Director: Chris Munnik  |  Art Director: Steffi Raike 

Copy Writer: Wayne Tindal  |  Vice-President, Director of Client Service: Ryan Timms 

Account Director: Emily Maclaurin-King  |  Account Supervisor: Dan Renaud

THE 2016 CANADA POST INCITE AWARD JUDGES

BRONZE

SENIOR JUDGE
Scott Pinkney 
VP, Executive  
Creative Director
Publicis Hawkeye

JUDGE PANEL
Jennifer Campbell 
General Manager,  
Influencer Marketing, Canada Post

Mary Cochrane
Director, Commercial Marketing, 
Canada Post

Kaksha Mehta 
Senior Manager, Marketing, 
Home Equity Financing, RBC 

Paul Tedesco 
Vice-President,  
Managing Director, Track DDB

Dan Gaede 
Vice-President, Associate Creative 
Director, BBDO

KC Shendelman 
Brand Director, Residential,  
Rogers Communications

Trent Thompson
Creative Director, Cossette

Sarah Simpson
Executive Vice-President, 
Marketing & Customer 
Experience, Holt Renfrew

Rene Rouleau 
Creative Director, BIMM

Olga Romero-Marshall
Director, Marketing 
Communications, Bell Mobility

Stephen Brown
President, FUSE Marketing Group

A TWO-PRONGED APPROACH FOR AN ACCOUNT  
THAT PAID INTEREST TWICE

Scotiabank used a multi-channel approach to announce an account that gave 
interest twice. Across both direct mail and email, piggy bank imagery conveyed 
saving and copy highlighted the dual-interest benefit. For the mailing, an 
interactive “Break-a-lope” opened by pulling each side of the envelope, revealing 
a second piggy bank. Email featured side-by-side piggy banks. Easy online, phone 
and in-branch options for opening accounts helped drive response.

The result? More than 32,000 new accounts opened. The $1.3 billion deposited 
into the new accounts was three times the campaign’s target. More good news 
was that 71% of the customers deposited a portion of their balances from 
outside sources.

MOMENTUM SAVINGS ACCOUNT ACQUISITION  

Product: Momentum Savings Account  

Client: Scotiabank 

Agency: Track DDB

CREDITS

Director, Direct Marketing: Larysa Rodrigues  |  Senior Manager, Direct Marketing: 

Fiona Tan  |  Manager, Direct Marketing: Rhea Leitao  |  Executive Creative Director: 
Barb Williams  |  Senior Art Director: Adrian Bertumen  |  Senior Copywriter: Tim Bickert 

Vice-President, Managing Director: Paul Tedesco  |  Account Director: Adam Fraser

SILV
ER
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Question: What are some of the key factors that 
went into selecting winners for the 2016 Canada Post  
INCITE Awards?
Scott Pinkney: We apply the same primary principles 
as the Canadian Marketing Association (CMA) awards. 
Best-in-class direct mail always has to drive business 
results. So response will always be key, but strategy, 

insight and creativity are also vital. We look at what was the thinking behind 
the initiative? What was the business problem they were solving for? And then 
as you move into the creative and the ideas, we look at how the creative idea 
was brought to life.

It’s about how strategy, creative and results come together. You can’t drive 
the results if the creative wasn’t engaging enough. And you can’t evaluate the 
idea unless you have a clear business problem you’re trying to solve – and an 
objective to measure it against.

Q: What do you look at when evaluating the creative merit?
SP: We’re looking at the craft: writing, art direction, design. What was the 
idea? How was it brought to life in the headlines, the subheads? How were the 
visuals and format married together?

In many ways, I see direct mail as a unique challenge compared to other 
advertising media. The complexity of multiple surfaces and multiple formats 
challenge teams creatively. But it also gives marketers and advertisers an 
opportunity to put the brand in the hand in a way that can't be done with any 
other medium.

Q: Do you think there were campaigns in 2016 that weren’t entered 
that may have had an excellent chance of winning?
SP: Absolutely! I was also judging other CMA categories, and saw campaigns 
that for some reason weren't entered into INCITE. 

The calibre of the entries we received was very high. We awarded gold, silver 
and bronze campaigns. The field of competition is growing – and when I see 
the great work that arrives in my mailbox, I expect we’ll see some amazing 
work this year too.

Q: When you think back on all of the entries, what did you  
find inspiring?
SP: I was glad to see that the practice, the art and science of direct mail, is still 
alive and well. Agencies are showing the strength and the power of what direct 
mail can do in the right hands.

You see how people are taking traditional elements and integrating them with 
new technology. Take the Canadian Tire piece that won Gold. It’s old school 
meets new school. They took the strength of a traditional catalogue, and 
brought greater connectivity in through augmented reality.

I think it’s an inspiration piece to show what you can actually do with physical, 
and how direct mail can tell a more experiential story. The piece is a great 
example of technology and catalogue – the oldest form of direct mail, married 
with some of the newer technologies.

Q: What does technology like this mean for direct mail?
SP : It means it’s more important than ever to plan ahead for integrated 
campaigns. Marketers who understand the power of direct mail make it part 
of their integrated plan. 

Think of marketing messaging as an ecosystem. You need to be thinking 
about what's happening above the line, what’s happening online, and what's 
happening in direct mail. When messages are integrated, your customers get 
something in the mail, and might say “Wait a minute, I saw something about 
that on TV.” It's not about matching luggage – it’s about making sure that 
your messages are working in harmony, being consistently delivered across all 
the different channels. 

Q: Where do you see direct mail evolving in the coming years?
SP : There’s a quote from the Data and Marketing Association’s newest 
video: “Whoever understands people the best wins.” It sums up the reality of 
communications today. Consumers are now expecting brands to know about 
them – especially if they’re a customer. 

Judging some of the international awards, I’ve seen some crazy, inspiring 
things that people are doing with data. Seeing how the technology and 
creativity come together to make direct mail even more personal... it’s going 
to be exciting!

A LOOK AT:

A WINNING APPROACH
For a closer look at what goes into judging the Canada Post INCITE Awards, we spoke with Senior Judge Scott Pinkney.  
Scott has been involved in judging the INCITE Awards since its inception, and is Executive Creative Director of Publicis Hawkeye.

The WOW Guide from Canadian Tire. For the in-depth case study, see page 42.
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Exclusively from Canada Post 

Introducing Postal Code Targeting: an entirely  
new way to target and reach new customers

Connect with prospects in a whole new way. Now you can identify only those postal codes that match the 
profile of your ideal customers, then reach them with direct mail. Target using Canada Post audience insights, 
your own customer data, or combine them both for more refined targeting. You can even suppress existing 

customers within your selected postal codes, to keep your resources focused on acquisition.     

Transform your acquisition marketing strategy with this powerful new solution from  
Canada Post Smartmail Marketing.TM  canadapost.ca/pctargeting

TM Trademarks of Canada Post Corporation
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We’ve added a floral touch 
Rub the flower petals on this cover 
to activate their scent.

This issue’s cover was inspired by the #TheCube 37 Days case study, 

which sent journalists and electrical heating retailers flowers that had 

been grown in electric heat, then encased in resin.

 

To bring the flower to life on our cover, we combined a scent with 

detailed embossing. First, the microencapsulated fragrance was applied 

as a varnish, then the cover was embossed using a multi-level brass die, 

crafted by an artist to add detail, depth and shadows to the petals of 

the flower. Because the fragrance is touch activated, it was tested to 

ensure the scent could endure the rigours of the embossing process.

 

This four-colour lithographed cover also incorporates a soft touch 

coating for tactile interest, and a spot gloss UV on the back cover to 

add a touch of shine to the ice cube. 

INCITE brings together the best in Smartmail MarketingTM from around 

the world. It provides readers with a close look at how physicality, 

data, and connectivity work together in different ways to deliver real, 

demonstrable results. 

ON THE COVER

ABOUT INCITE 

 *Views expressed by Patrick Collister are his own and do not reflect those of Canada Post 
and Canada Post employees.
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